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Anisotropi antiferromagnets in an external magneti eld show a rih variety of dierent ground
states meeting in transition lines and multiritial points. We study the dependene of the ground
states of these systems in the three dimensional spae on physial parameters as exhange, single
ion and ubi anisotropy.
One identies four dierent ground states: the paramagneti (PM), the antiferromagneti (AF),
the spin op (SF) and the bionial (BC) ground state. In the ase of absene of a ubi anisotropy
the transition lines separating the dierent ground states an be alulated analytially, otherwise
they have to be alulated numerially. We also onsidered the behavior of the staggered magneti-
zation whih haraterizes the dierent ground states. From its behavior the order of the transition
from one state to the other is determined.
But also the order of the transition hanges along the transition lines when inluding the ubi
anisotropy, espeially at the reeentrant region where a transition from SF to BC and bak to SF
by inreasing the external eld H ours. Multiritial points are founded whih are assumed to be
triritial or ritial endpoints.
The results obtained may be relevant for other systems sine the antiferromagneti model an be
mapped to a lattie gas model where the bionial ground state is interpreted as supersolid phase.
Reent renormalization group alulations show that suh a phase would indiate the existene of a
tetraritial point.
INTRODUCTION
Anisotropi systems in an external eld not oupled to the order parameters (OP) haraterizing the ondensed
phases show interesting phase diagrams depending on the values of the anisotropy and the external eld. One example
is the anisotropi antiferromagnet in an external magneti eld [1℄. Other ones are rystal systems undergoing a
displaive phase transition under external pressure [2℄. The possible variety of phases at nite temperature is also
determined by the topology of the ground state phase diagram sine the phases orresponding to the dierent ground
states extend to nite temperatures. However at nite temperature new phases not present at T = 0may arise [3℄. Due
to the variety of possible ground states or phases multiritial points of dierent kind are possible at nite T . Using
the magneti language this systems show antiferromagneti (AF), spinop (SF), bionial (BC) and paramagneti
(PM) ground states and phases. The transition lines between these phases may meet in one point: (i) the biritial
point, where three phases oexist (AF, SP, and PM) and (ii) the tetraritial point, where four phases (AF, BC, SP,
and PM) oexist. Going beyond mean eld theory [3℄ the nature of the multiritial points has been studied within
renormalization group theory [4℄ (in a one loop order alulation). These results have been questioned by higher loop
alulations [5, 6℄. Reently both using simulation methods [7, 8℄ and renormalization group theory [9, 10℄ the nature
of the multiritial point have been reonsidered.
It is well known that there is a orrespondene between suh magneti model and the quantum lattie gas [11℄ whih
allows to transpose the results obtained for the magneti system to systems like He
4
with superuid and supersolid
phases [12℄. The question of the existene of suh phases is of general interest.
Symmetry onsideration are essential for the existene and the nature of ground states and phases. This is also the
ase for the systems treated here. It has been found that interation terms of ubi symmetry has strong inuene
on the phase diagram [13℄. Here we present results at T = 0 whih laries the order of the transition lines between
the dierent ground states. Moreover we extend the models studied so far by ombining several types of anisotropy.
Phase N‖ N⊥ M‖ M⊥ Phase of QLG-model
AF 6= 0 0 0 0 solid
SF 0 6= 0 6= 0 0 superuid
BC 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 6= 0 super solid
PM 0 0 6= 0 0 uid
Table I: Correspondene between the phases of the lassial magneti system and those of the quantum lattie gas (QLG). Also
shown are the order parameters, the alternating magnetization in the ed diretion N‖ and perpendiular to it N⊥, and the
omponents of the magnetization M‖ and M⊥
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Figure 1: (online olor)Left: The phase diagram for the XXZ-Model inluding the single-ion-anisotropy. Right: The order
parameter of the four ground states onguration an be alulated analytially.
SINGLE ION ANISOTROPY
Let us rst onsider the well studied ase of an antiferromagnet with the Hamiltonian H
H = J
NA,NB∑
〈ij〉
(∆ (SixSjx + SiySjy) + SizSjz)−H

NA∑
i
Siz +
NB∑
j
Sjz

+D

NA∑
i
S2iz +
NB∑
j
S2jz


(1)
It desribes NA and NB interating lassial spins ~Si on two sublatties A and B, where NA = NB. The anisotropy
of the positive exhange interation J is haraterised by the parameter ∆ with ∆ = 0 for a magnet where only the
z-omponents of the three dimensional spins interat and ∆ = 1 for an isotropi magnet. The spins are subjeted to
an external magneti eld H and a single-ion anisotropy D.
The ase where beside the exhange anisotropy only a single-ion anisotropy is present an be solved analytially [14℄
at T = 0. A BC ground state exists for a ertain region of positive D and external magneti eld H for ∆ = 0. This
region beomes smaller for inreasing ∆ and diminishes for an isotropi antiferromagnet with ∆ = 1. The transition
lines between the AF to the PM and between the AF and the SF ground state are of rst order. The other transitions
are of seond order. Figure 1 shows the whole ground state diagram with the parameters hosen so that a BC ground
state appears. Here we divide the parameters H,D,F by the number of next neighbors ( z = 6 for simple ubi
system), so in order to ompare with the results in [13, 15℄ one has to multiply all the three parameters in this paper
with 6. Also the OP for the ompliated BC ground state an be alulated exatly whih reads:
cos θA,B(H,D,∆) =
H ±
√√
(1−2D)2−∆2((2D+1)2+H2−∆2)+2H(4D2+∆2−1)√
(1−2D)2−∆2
−
√
(1− 2D)2 −∆2
4D
(2)
An extension to nite temperature within mean eld theory has been disussed in [3℄. As already explained in [11℄
and used in [14℄ a quantal lattie gas an be mapped on an anisotropi antiferromagnet with a Hamiltonian of form
(1). The orrespondene of the dierent ground states is given in Tab. I.
In the H − T ground state diagram the ground states at T = 0 extend as phases to higher temperature. Sine for
high enough temperature and large enough external magneti eld the PM phase should be the stable one, all other
phases are onned to nite regions in the phase diagram. Thus it happens that the phase transition lines ross eah
other in multiritial points. This might be a biritial point when the AF, the SF and the PM phase meet, or a
tetraritial point where the AF, the SF, the BC and the PM phase meet. It should be noted that this is even possible
if the BC phase does not extend to T = 0 [3℄.
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Figure 2: (online olor)Ground states minimizing the energy, Eq. (3), in the magneti eld H and ubi anisotropy F plane
at an exhange anisotropy ∆ = 0.8 and with zero single ion anisotropy D. The ground states are denoted as follows: AF
antiferromagneti, PM paramagneti, SF spin op ; BC1,2 bionial oriented along the diagonal or the axis in the x− y-plane.
Shown are speial points where either more than two ground states meet or where the order of the transition line hanges from
rst (dashed line) to seond order (solid line). These are the triple points TR1,2, the triritial points T1,2 and the ritial end
points CE1,2.
CUBIC ANISOTROPY
Uniaxial antiferromagnets may also have ubi anisotropy. Here we onsider an anisotropi antiferromagnet with a
ubi anisotropy F instead of the single-ion anisotropy D. For suh a system the Hamiltonian reads
H = J
NA,NB∑
〈ij〉
(∆ (SixSjx + SiySjy) + SizSjz)−H

NA∑
i
Siz +
NB∑
j
Sjz


+F

NA∑
i
(
S4ix + S
4
iy + S
4
iz
)
+
NB∑
j
(
S4jx + S
4
jy + S
4
jz
) . (3)
The eet of suh a type of the ubi anisotropy has been studied reently by [13, 15℄. It has been shown that two
types of BC ground states are possible (BC1 for F < 0 and BC2 for F > 0), depending whether the perpendiular
omponent of the alternating magnetization lies in the diagonals or along the axes in the xy-plane. Moreover it has
been found that most of the transition lines between the ground states beome rst order. There was also found a
reentrant region for the SF ground state beoming unstable for inreasing the external magneti eld with respet to
the BC state, whih for even larger eld again beomes unstable with respet to the SF phase (see Fig. 2). In this
reentrant region the transition line has been found to be of seond order.
We verify the ourrene of the reentrant region [13℄ by alulating the order parameter of the ground states whih
take plae in the viinity of this region (see Fig 3). The 2D gure shows the the SF-BC1 ours by inreasing the
applying eld H . Continue to inreasing the eld further the SF reappears again.
In order to nd out the transition points where a hange in the order of the transition takes plae we have to
alulate the nonzero order parameter omponent along the border lines for the ase treated in [13℄. Along the
transition line between the BC1 and the PM ground state the parallel staggered magnetization N‖ goes to zero at the
point where the SF - PM and the BC1- SF transition lines meet (see Fig.2). The behavior of the OP is ompatible
with a power law with a orretion term
|N⊥,‖| = A
∣∣∣∣ |F (H)− F
⋆|
F ⋆
∣∣∣∣
0.5(
1 +B
∣∣∣∣F (H)− F
⋆
F ⋆
∣∣∣∣
)
(4)
where F ⋆ is the value of the ubi anisotropy at the speial point, and F (H) the value of the ubi anisotropy along
the transition line. A, B and F ⋆ are t parameters. This point is a ritial end point (CE1). From this ritial
endpoint the seond order reentrant line starts. This line ends in a point where the AF, the BC1 and the SF ground
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Figure 3: (online olor)A 3D and a 2D diagram showing the ourrene of the reentrant by inreasing the magneti eld H
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Figure 4: (online olor)Left: Detail from the right part of Fig. 1 on a larger sale around the reentrant region. Solid lines are
of seond order, dashed lines of rst order. The seond order reentrant line between the bionial and spin op ground state
starting at the triritial point TR1 ends in the ritial end point CE1 on the transition line to the paramagneti ground state.
On the transition line between the paramagneti and spin op ground state one nds the triritial point T1. Right: Comparison
of the transition line between the SF and PM ground state alulated on the assumption of a seond order transition (straight
line) and the transition line alulated numerially by minimizing the energy. Indeed when the transition urve deviates from
the seond order line the transition beomes rst order.
state meet. This point turns out to be a triple point (TR1) sine the seond order harater of the reentrant line is
hanged to rst order (at T2) before it reahes the triple point. The value of N‖ beomes nonzero on the reentrant
line at T2 and this point might be a triritial point (see Fig. 5).
We also nd a hange of order along the transitions line between the SF and the PM ground state. At T1 the
transition beomes seond order for larger values of F (H). This is just at the point where the transition line begins
to deviate from the analytially alulated seond order transition line (see Fig. 5).
Conlusively we summarize all the ritial points in a table (see Tab II)
Table II: (online olor)Summary of all the speial points disovered in the ground state diagram for D = 0 and ∆ = 0.8. There
exist triritial points (T), tripel points (TR) and the ritial end points (CE).
Critial Points Coordinates (F,H) Critial Points Coordinates (F,H)
T1 (−0.087747, 1.49) TR2 (−12, 1)
T2 (−0.167755, 1) CE1 (−0.164823, 1.26)
TR1 (−0.6, 1.6) CE2 (0, 0.6)
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Figure 5: (online olor)Left: Change of the parallel order parameter |N‖| going along the rst order transition lines between
the BC1 and PM ground states. The dots are alulated values and the solid line a t aording to Eq (4). The zero value of
the parallel OP is reahed at the ritial end point CE1. Right: Similar the hange of the perpendiular order parameter |N⊥|
going along the rst order transition lines between the the SF and PM ground state. The zero value of the perpendiular OP
is reahed at the triritial point T1.
SINGLE ION AND CUBIC ANISOTROPY
Let us now onsider the general ase when the exhange, single-ion and ubi anisotropy are present
H = J
NA,NB∑
〈ij〉
(∆ (SixSjx + SiySjy) + SizSjz)−H

NA∑
i
Siz +
NB∑
j
Sjz


D

NA∑
i
S2iz +
NB∑
j
S2jz

+ F

NA∑
i
(
S4ix + S
4
iy + S
4
iz
)
+
NB∑
j
(
S4jx + S
4
jy + S
4
jz
) . (5)
Then the planar ground state regions extend to three dimensional regions and whole lines of multiritial points
appear. In Fig. 7 we give as example the ase where the single ion anisotropy has been hosen nonzero (∆ = 0.8)
and a sketh of the three dimensional ground state diagram. An analyti result for the transition line between the SF
ground state and the PM ground state an be alulated assuming a seond order transition, whih of ourse is just
orret in ertain setion of the transition line (see Fig. 4). The relation reads
H(∆, D, F ) = 2D + 4F +∆+ 1 (6)
Also in zero magneti eld (H = 0) the stable ground states as funtion of the anisotropies an be alulated
analytially. The transition between the AF and the BC2 ground state starts at a positive value of the ubi anisotropy
F
F (D,∆) = (1 − 2D −∆)/4. (7)
The transition ours just only in the region D < 1−∆2 and is ontinuous (see Fig 6), where the OP parameter of the
bionial ground state (BC2) an be given.
θA,B = arccos
(
±1 + 2F − 2D −∆
6F
)
(8)
This 2nd order transition ontinues to be valid also when applying when magneti eld. Inreasing the single ion
isotropy ( D > 1−∆2 ) the Spin-Flop is preferred to the BC2 and the transition takes plae at
F (D,∆) =
−1 + 2D +∆
2
(9)
If the ubi anisotropy is zero no transition to the BC1 ground state takes plae.
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Figure 6: (online olor)Left: The analytially alulated ground state diagram for H = 0. Right: The ontinuous transition
from AF to BC2. The two polar angles, from whih the OP an be alulated, of the two dierent sublatties are shown
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Figure 7: (online olor)Left: Ground states minimizing the energy, Eq. (7), in the magneti eld H and ubi anisotropy F
plane at an exhange anisotropy ∆ = 0.8 and with single ion anisotropy D = 0.05. Right: A 3D-phase diagram H(F,D) with
x single-ion-anisotropy ∆ = 0.8
For negative ubi anisotropy in zero magneti eld the transition from the AF to the SF state takes plae at
D(F,∆) =
1
2
(1 −∆) (10)
and is independent of F .
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
A system of an anisotropi antiferromagnet shows lots of interesting ground states and ritial points. It an also
mapped into a quantum lattie system where the bionial ground state is interpreted as the supersolid state. We
have shown that for the simple ase where just the exhange (∆) and the single-ion anisotropy (D) are onsidered one
an alulate analytially all the ground states. In the ase with ubi anisotropy the resulting Hamiltonian is more
diult to be solved, so that we have to alulate the ground states numerially. In this system two kind of bionial
ground states appear, the BC1 for F < 0 and BC2 for F > 0.
Most of the transition lines are of rst order, but in some ases the order of the transition also hanges along
the transition line. So lots of interesting ritial points appear ( ritial endpoint, triritial point). E.g along the
transition line between BC1 and SF for F < 0 a reentrane region an be shown where the order of the transition
hanges from seond to rst order by inreasing the absolute value of the ubi anisotropy.
7However in the absene of the eld H we an derive the transition surfaes analytially, beause the term with the
applied eld (H) is the part of the Hamiltonion whih breaks the symmetry and therefore auses this Hamiltonian
unsolvable. The BC2 ground state does exist also at H = 0 for large value of F .
The topology of the ground state diagram at T = 0 determines the possible multiritial points at nite temper-
atures. Without ubi anisotropy biritial or tetraritial points are possible where two lines of seond order phase
transitions with order parameters of dimension n = 1 and n = 2 meet. Cubi anisotropy may hange this piture and
multiritial point where two lines with n = 1 and n = 3 or n = 3 and n = 2 might meet (see Figs. 2,7 for positive
values of F ). Cubi anisotropy hanges most of the transitions to rst order, however on the transition line separating
the BC1 from the SF ground state part of this line starting at a ritial end point is of seond order type. Moreover
part of the transition line separating the spinop state from the paramagneti state is of seond order.
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